
MFG¹ Nutrient Requirement Corrosion Product

SRB OC’, HC’, AC’, H2, SO4
-2, S0, S2O3

-2 H2S, HS-, FeS

SRA OC’, HC’, AC’, H2, SO4
-2, S0, S2O3

-2 H2S, HS-, FeS

MA OC’, CO2, CO3
-2, HCO3

-, H2CO3, H2 CH4, CO

NRB OC’, O2, NO3
-, NO2

-, N2O, NO, N2

IRB Fe+3, O2, NO3
-, Fe+2

APB OC’, HC’, O2 HCOOH, CH3COOH, CO2

SOB HS-, SO3
-2, S0, S2O3

-2, OC’, O2, CO2 H2SO4, S
0

MOB Fe+2, Mn+2 Fe+3, Mn+4

Legend

MFG¹ – microbial functional groups; 

OC’ – organic compounds; HC’ – hydrocarbons; AC’ – aromatic compounds; 

SRB – sulfate reducing bacteria; SRA – sulfate reducing archaea; MA – methanogens archaea; 

NRB – nitrate reducing bacteria; IRB – iron reducing bacteria; APB – acid producing bacteria; 

SOB – sulfur-oxidizing bacteria; MOB – Fe/Mn-oxidizing bacteria

Source: Ibrahim et al. (2018) Review and analysis of microbiologically influenced corrosion: the chemical environment 

in oil and gas facilities

• Most relevant microorganisms (Table 1) and influential parameters 

(Table 2) for MIC were determined using from a review of literature 

(models, procedures, papers, books) and preliminary consultation with 

subject matter experts focusing on select parameters readily available in 

the field.

• As per various risk based inspection standards, a screening assessment 

(Figure 1) is being semi-quantitatively formulated. Previous MIC models 

frameworks were reviewed and both the latest molecular microbiological 

methods (MMM) and most influential MIC related microorganisms in the 

oil and gas industry were incorporated.

METHODOLOGY

• Carbon Steel

• Corrosion Resistant Alloy

Table 1: Most Influential MFG¹s & their related chemical species for MIC in 

the Oil and Gas Industry

• Risk Based Inspection (RBI) is a method which aims to 1) identify 

localized “hot spots” and 2) establish maintenance priorities to prevent 

failures.

• Microbiologically Influenced Corrosion (MIC) is a degradation mechanism 

to oil and gas production facilities and pipelines which costs several 

millions of dollars per year to the industry and poses a risk to personnel, 

the environment, assets and productivity.

• MIC is yet not fully understood due to its complexity in terms of 

microbiological, chemical and operating conditions and that poses a 

significant challenge to operators of the oil and gas industry. RBI is the 

method chosen to bridge the lack of MIC data available as a practical 

response to the challenge.

• The focus of this work is to develop a preliminary decision tree to identify 

“hot spots” which have the potential for MIC threats

• This study is part of a larger project focused on developing a semi-

quantitative RBI tool to manage MIC in the oil and gas industry.

• This  preliminary work has identified 9 parameters to be the most relevant. They are divided among 4 key areas in 

Table 2 highlighting the most influential MIC drivers.

• Table 1 shows microbial functional groups (MFG) found to be the most influential to the potential of MIC threat.

• Figure 1 displays the preliminary screening framework developed. It arranges the parameters found to be the most 

relevant drivers for MIC in Table 2 in a stepwise decision setting.

• The decision tree highlights the importance of MMM for an accurate MIC assessment by increasing the levels of 

confidence of the decision as multiple layers of evidence are gathered.

• This preliminary work has identified 9 parameters and 8 functional 

microbial groups that will be used to assess MIC in the new MIC threat 

susceptibility model.

• Preliminary screening flowchart was developed to identify corrosion 

circuits within assets that have a non-negligible potential for MIC threats.

• In future work this screening assessment will later on be coupled with a 

ranking tool for detailed assessment to determine RBI prioritization.

• The prioritization will be based on the integration of MIC enhancing 

parameters in conjunction with asset archetypes (e.g. crude gathering 

and water injection systems) to tailor parameter ranges.

• pH*

• Salinity

• Nutrient availability*

• Sulfate

• Chloride

• Hydrogen sulfide

• Carbon dioxide

• Oxygen

• Iron, total

• Nitrate

• Phosphate

• Dissolved solids, total

• Alkalinity, total

• Volatile fatty acids concentration

• Basic sediment water

• Total suspended solids

Materials & Metallurgical Chemical (Liquid Composition)

• Abundance*: qPCR¹

• Diversity*: NGS²

• Activity*: ATP³ assay

RESULTS

This work is part of a project entitled “Managing Microbial Corrosion in 

Canadian Offshore & Onshore Oil Production Operations.” The authors 

would like to acknowledge the funding contributions for this current study 

from Genome Canada, the Government of Alberta, and Alberta Innovates, 

along with in-kind support from a number of industry partners and the direct  

participation of DNV GL and VIA University College.

Table 2: Most Influential Parameters for MIC

Legend:

•N: Negligible PoFMIC

•NN: Non-Negligible PoFMIC

¹Quantitative polymerase chain reaction

²Next generation sequencing

³Adenosine triphosphate assay

*Most influential MIC drivers

**Molecular Microbiological Methods
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Figure 1: Screening assessment framework to identify “hotspots” which have the potential for MIC threats defined by 

Probability of Failure (PoF)

Start Here New MIC Assessment

Is there potential for liquid water accumulation on 
metal surface?

MIC Screening Assessment has 
been previously run?

Still applicable? Historical data 
still valid?

MIC was found to be the 
degradation driving 

process?

Is the temperature range between 10°C ≤ T ≤ 90°C?

Is the fluid pH range between 3 ≤ pH ≤ 10?

Has chemical data been checked as alternate abiotic 
corrosion (O2/H2S/CO2) related?

N

Have MMM data been collected?

Are microorganisms present and active?

Are they MIC related? – Refer Table 1

Are MIC microorganisms abundant?

Is the system within the optimum temperature and 
pH range for the MIC microorganisms found?

Have tests been run for microbiological chemical  
species identification?

Do the chemical results match the expected 
microbiological corrosion products – refer to Table 1 

– for the MIC microorganisms found?
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• Temperature*

• Flow rate*

• Residence time

• Settlement potential*

• Water cut/content*

• Oxygen ingress
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